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What  is  your  opinion  about  the  public's  perception  
of  structural  engineers?  Provide suggestions  for  how  
structural  engineers  might  increase  recognition  and  
general  public awareness of the profession. 
 
Whenever  I  go  to  urban  cities,  I  had  met  people  whoadmiretall  buildings  and  infrastructure 
facilities  as  great  engineering  marvels. Most  of  them  appreciate  the  architectural  beauty  of  the 
building,  several  of  them  can  recognize  the  role  played  by  civil  engineers  in  the  overall 
construction of the facility, but not many identify the responsibility of the structural engineersin 
designing  the  building  to standsafe  during  various  natural  hazards. Buildings  should  satisfy several  
levels  of performance  starting  from  immediate  occupancy  all  the  way  through  collapse prevention 
when subjected to earthquakes, hurricanes, snow blizzards and wind. It is important for the  general  
public  to  recognizethat  there  is  a  science and  story  behind  each  structure  in  keep standing and 
withstanding the multi-hazard events. Structural engineers use their problem-solving skills and technical 
background to design a variety of structures including but not limited to tall buildings, sports facilities, K-
12 through university buildings, hospitals, parking structures, airports, metro stations and the list goes 
on. Each of these buildings have its own unique design requirements and challenges. Even for a public 
person who attends  or  read  about  the  ground-breaking  ceremony  or  inaugural  ceremonyof  a  long  
span retractable roof stadium, the challenges and complexities faced during the structural design stage 
is quite unknown. And now it’s time to propose and implement practical action items to recognize the  
glory  of  our  profession  and educate  the  public about  the  scope  and  extend  of  structural 
engineering. As an active participant of several civil and structural engineering associationsand by 
attending conferences and symposiums, I have gathered and consolidated some opinions and 
suggestionsforincreasing the public recognition of structural engineers. Structural  engineering  as  a  
profession  is  encompassedby  structural  engineersworking  in engineering  and  consulting  firms  to  
design  buildings  and  infrastructure  facilities  with  private public partnership. As the startingblock in 
this chain, it is the structural engineers who first need to  demonstrate  their knowledge  and  
credentials. It  is  very  important  for  structural  engineers  to complete  their  licensure  requirements 
(PE  and  SE) as it  certify  the  credibility  of  the  structural engineers  in designing  and  developing  
public  facilities. Structural  engineers  should  also  take initiative to be part ofthe activities of 
professional structuralengineering organizations. We should not just be part of technical activities, but 
also strive to participate and coordinate outreachand educationalactivities. I have participated in several 
STEM outreach activities for school childrenand it is an absolutely great way to educate the future 
generation about structural engineering. Moving from individual level, structural engineering firms can 
contribute towards arousing public awareness of structural engineering profession. There should be an 
effort from the part of structural engineering firms to highlight their projects to public. This could be 
through articles in magazines, newspapers, symposiums, and community activities. Structural 
engineering firms can also conduct occasional  open  house  programs,  where  public  are  invited  to  
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visit  the  office  and engineers  can demonstrate  some  of  their  signature projects. As  the  famous  
‘Intel  Inside’  story, structural engineers needto get their signature marked in buildings and this helps 
the public to understand the roleof structural engineers in developing the structures. Social media is 
another potential path for public outreach and in these days,has more widespread impact than a print 
media. Short videos  
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design  concepts  explained  in simple  languages  can  be  posted  through  twitter,  video streaming 
channels, andthrough other multimedia modes. For instance, I have followed the twitter page of 
Structural Engineering Institute (SEI), and it is a quite catchy way to follow great structural engineering 
newsaround the world. Structural engineering as a profession is constantly evolving and structural 
engineersadopts several new technological advancements. Use of digital technologyincluding 
theapplications of virtual reality in buildingconcept design, structural inspections using 
drones,applications of data science in risk and reliability assessments are great stories to showcase to 
public.The next set of efforts can come as a joint venture of structural engineers with the local, state and 
national  governing  bodies. For  any structural development that  is  funded  by  public  income  and 
taxes,  the  structural  engineering  firm  which  is  involved  in  the  project  should  take  the  effort  to 
publish  reports  outlining  the  salient  design  features  of  the  building.  It  is  also  important  to 
emphasize the significance of the particular facility in improvingthe public social environment. 
Infrastructure reports that are published by government and professional organizations should be easily 
accessible to public and should also collect feedback from public in improving the status quo. This is a 
great way to include the public in policy making decisions and understanding the role played by 
structural engineers in keeping the cities safe. Similar to infrastructure reports, we should consider 
organizing public symposiums where structural engineers can come and talk about their projects to 
public. Thesetalks should not be too technical to go in details of the math involved in the design, but 
should be in simple terms to unique design aspects of the building, what is the impact of the building in 
the economic and socialscenario of the location and community. There  are  several structural 
engineering  firms  and  engineers  who work  towards using  their professional  skills  in  volunteering 
and  social  enterprise activities  related  to  engineering  design. Some of these activities include 
designing affordable and cost effective houses, designing bridges in  developing  nations, community  
planning  and  design  of  infrastructure  facilities. Engineers Without  Boarders,  Bridges  to  Prosperity  
and  United  Nations  are  some of  the  organizations  that take part in these initiatives. Structural 
engineering firms should encourage their employees to be part of these activities and should encourage 
to write stories about their experiences.As a final thought, we ourselves should understand that 
structural engineering is a great profession serving the  nation  and  its  people.Itis  us  who  represent  
the  profession  in  publicand it  is  our responsibility to glorify the core of structural engineering. 


